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Hamieh and Zakeri have shown that modules of generalized fractions over a commutative ring, 
as defined by Sharp and Zakeri, coincide with modules arising from the denominator systems of 
Kersken. We show here, firstly, that a module of generalized fractions is realized as the direct 
limit of a system of factor modules localized at suitable elements; a natural factorization of the 
directed system then yields Hamieh and Zakeri’s result. Secondly, this approach is used to present 
a simplified account of work by Riley et al. on complexes of Cousin type which involve generaliz- 
ed fractions. 
Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to add a gloss on recent work by Hamieh and Zakeri 
[2] which deals with the connections between the generalized fractions of Sharp and 
Zakeri [ 121 and the denominator systems of Kersken [3], and also on work by Riley, 
Sharp and Zakeri [8] which deals with the links between generalized fractions, com- 
plexes of Cousin type and filtrations on the spectrum of a ring. Extending a previous 
result of the second author [6, 2.41, we show (Theorem 2.2) that an arbitrary module 
of generalized fractions can be realized as the direct limit of a system of factor 
modules localized at suitable elements. On collecting together appropriate sub- 
families of the direct limit system and taking their individual direct limits first, we 
obtain the modules involved in Kersken’s denominator systems. In this way, which 
avoids detailed manipulations of fractions or denominator systems, we arrive at the 
heart of the paper by Hamieh and Zakeri [2], which shows that the theories of 
generalized fractions and of denominator systems essentially coincide. In the final 
section of this paper, a simplified account of work by Riley [7, Chapter III, 1.8 and 
1.1 l] is given from the perspective of some of the ideas involved in Kersken’s work; 
the main result of Riley, Sharp and Zakeri ([8, 2.51) is then deduced quickly. Note 
that we find it useful to identify explicitly some of the basic ingredients of complexes 
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of Cousin type in terms of modules of generalized fractions (cf. Proposition 3.3 and 
the proof of Theorem 3.6 below). The first section is devoted to a brief summary 
of the theory of generalized fractions; the ingredients of Kersken’s theory will be 
dealt with in the second section. 
For applications of generalized fractions and denominator systems in com- 
mutative algebra and analytic geometry see [4, 13, 141, for example. 
Throughout this paper all rings are commutative and have an identity element. 
1. Preliminaries 
The reader is referred to [12, 131 for details of the following brief resume of the 
theory of Sharp and Zakeri; some of the basic ideas involved in Kersken’s work will 
emerge in the discussion after Theorem 2.2. 
Let A be a ring and let A4 be an A-module. The positive integers are denoted by 
b1 with n as a typical element, while D,,(A) refers to the set of n xn lower 
triangular matrices over A; M,,(A) denotes the set of all n x n matrices over A. As 
usual, IHI stands for the determinant of a matrix HEM,,(A), while ” denotes 
matrix transpose. 
A non-empty subset fJ of A” is called trimgulur if 
(i) Given (u,, . . . , u,,)E U, (up’, . . . , ut”) E iJ for all (Y,E IN, I <i<n; and 
(ii) Given (U,, . . . . u,,) E U and (u,, . . . , u,,) E U, there exist (w,, . . . , I+!,~) E U and H, 
ILED,, such that 
Whenever we can do so without ambiguity, we shall denote (u,, . . . , u,,) E A” by U, 
(u I, . . . 9 II,, ,) by 1~~) and [u, . ..LI.,]~ by u’; the expression C’,‘-’ L/;M will be written 
as uoM and the localized factor module (M/u,,M),,,, will be denoted by M’“‘; 
similarly we shall write uM in place of C’,’ u,M. Given HE M,,(A), Ho will refer to 
the (n - 1) x (n - 1) submatrix of H in the top left corner, while the (n, n)th entry of 
H will be denoted by the corresponding lower case letter h. 
Given a triangular subset U of A”, we can form the module of generalized frac- 
tions Um”M= {a/u ) CI E M, u E U}, where a/u denotes the equivalence class of the 
pair (a, U) E MX U under the following equivalence relation - on MX U: 
(c, x)- (d, _y) precisely when there exist ZE U and P, QED,,(A) such that 
pxT = z ’ = Q_& with IPlc- IQI~E~M. 
Now iT”M is an A-module under the operations 
a/u+b/u=(~H~rr+ lKlb)/w, r. (a/u) =(,-0)/u, 
for reA, u, bEM, u, VEU, and any choice of H, KED,,(A) and wEU such that 
j&r’ = wT = Ku7 . 
Define a relation 5 on U as follows: for x and y in U, we set xsy if and only 
if there exists HE D,,(A) such that y’ = Hx’.. Then 5 is a quasi-order on U and 
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(U, 5) is a directed set. We remark that the use of direct limit systems over U has 
proved to be an efficient way of obtaining basic results in the theory of generalized 
fractions in that detailed manipulation of fractions is avoided (see [5, 61 and the 
remark below on a result of Riley). 
In fact, it is convenient here to introduce some theory due to Riley [7]. A 
triangular subset V of A” is called saturated if given XEA~, _YE I/ and HED,,(A) 
such that yT= HxT, then XE I/. For an arbitrary triangular subset U of A”, the set 
o== (xEA” 1 HxTe U for some HED,(A)} 
is called the saturation of U; it is easily seen to be the smallest saturated triangular 
subset of A” containing U. Riley [7; Chapter II, 2.91 proves by direct calculation 
that the natural homomorphism U -“M+ l?“M is an isomorphism. (We remark 
that this follows immediately from [ 12, 3.51, since U is a cofinal subset of (u, s).) 
Thus we may without loss of generality (if we wish to) consider saturated triangular 
subsets of A”; in this case, in condition (i) of the definition of triangular subset, we 
may allow exponents (Y; from the set IN,, of non-negative integers. 
The following basic properties of generalized fractions will be used without com- 
ment (see [ 121): 
If m E M and x, y E U, where yT = Hx7‘ for some HE D,,(A), then 
(i) m/x= 0 when m EX&~; and 
(ii) m/x= 1 H 1 m/y, so in particular 
m/(x,, . . . , x,-,,xlJ=xim/(x, ,..., x,~_~,x:~+~‘) 
for r, sEtNO. 
Given x, y E A”, y/l c x/l if and only if HxT ==y’r for some HE M,,(A), and in this 
case Cramer’s rule supplies a map 
IHI. :M/xM-+M/yM 
induced by multiplication by 1 H /. For more on the role of these determinantal maps 
in the theory, and on their properties, see [I, 61. 
2. Direct limit systems 
Let U be a triangular subset of A”, and let M be an A-module. Consider x, 
y E U, where yT = HxT for some HE D,,(A) whose (n, n)th entry, we recall, is 
denoted by h. Now H,,xi=yp, so Cramer’s rule and localization produce a map 
IHot. : (M/‘x,M),,-McY’ (= W/Y,,M),J. 
However 
yn=a+hxn, for some a E xgl. (*) 
Hence localization with respect to y, induces a natural map 
MC”) --t (M/x0 M),, 
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which depends on h, and composition of maps therefore yields a natural A-module 
homomorphism 
Note that x, then acts as a non-zero divisor on MC’). It is easy to check that (in an 
obvious notation) 
where we take TE IN, without loss of generality. Note also that (*) implies that, 
modulo x,A, x, lies in the saturation of the multiplicatively closed subset generated 
by Y,; this ties in intimately with a crucial property of Kersken’s denominator 
systems (property (4); cf. [3, p. 390]), but we shall not develop this point. (We 
remark that all this discussion has an obvious interpretation in the case where n = 1.) 
Now j?,,, is the identity map, and if zr=Lyr for some LED,,(A) and ZE U, then 
it IS easy to see that PLoPH=PIH; we merely note that Ih is the (n, n)th entry of 
LH. 
Let A!= {M(I) IXE U}; then .A?’ forms a directed system under the maps /I,,. Set 
with 0. : kfch)+ G? the canonical map, for each XE U. 
The.‘following technical result is needed at this point: 
Lemma 2.1. Let x, yell and let H, KED,(A) with y’ =Hxr=KxT. Set D= 
diag(y,, . . . . ,I y _, 1) Then /lo~~I,=poo~h. on A4(‘). , . 
Proof. Let a EMcX), where a = (m + xoM)/x,‘; with I’ E /N. Set H = (ho). Then there 
exists H’ in D,,(A) such that 
H’b, “‘X,,- 1.41’ = [Y, “‘Ye ,Y,:l’, 
where Hi= H, and the bottom row of H’ is derived from the equation y,, = 
h,,,x, + ‘.. + h,?,,x,, by raising each side to the rth power. Similarly, there exists an 
analogous matrix K’ in D,,(A) corresponding to K. It follows immediately from 
[12, 2.31 that 
II I 
y;(lDH’l - IDK’~)E 7 Ayf. 
Since IH’l =hrm’lHl and 1K’I =k’-‘IKl, we deduce easily that 
(Pn 0 BH)(a) - (PrI d &)(a) = 0, 
whence the result. 0 
It follows from Lemma 2.1 that the directed system A has the usual properties 
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of standard direct limit systems where there is only one morphism between com- 
parable objects (see [9, Theorem 2.17 and its proof], for example). We shall return 
to this point in slightly greater generality at the end of this section. 
We can now give our basic result (cf. [6, Theorem 2.41). 
Theorem 2.2. _!Z?(U, M)= W”M. 
Proof. We proceed along lines similar to the proof of [6, Theorem 2.41, where a 
more detailed version of a particular case of the present proof can be found. 
Given XE U, define a map wX : M@)+ U-“M as follows, where m EM and 
TE IN,: 
It is a simple matter to check that wX is a well-defined A-homomorphism. Suppose 
that x, YE I/ with yT= HxT for some HED,(A). Again a straightforward check 
shows that wX = ~,u,,,o/?~. . we note only that, as in the proof of Lemma 2.1, given TEN 
thereexists H’ED,(A)with IH’l =hrm’lH/ and [yl...y,~,y~]T=H’[~l...~,~I~~]T. 
Hence there exists an induced homomorphism w : 9+ U-“M, and clearly q~ is 
surjective. To prove that I,U is also injective let k E Ker w. Then there exist y E U and 
a= (m +yoM)/y;, with r E N, such that 0Ja) = k and tqy(a) = 0. It follows that 
t,uJ(m + yoM)/y,) = 0. Thus m/y=0 in U-“M, and hence there exist z E U and 
HE D,(A), with zT = HyT, such that /3,&(m + y,M)/y,) = 0. Since y, acts as a non- 
zero-divisor on MC’) we deduce that PH(a) = 0. Hence 
k = e,(a) = 0,(/I,(a)) = 0. 17 
We now show briefly (leaving details to the reader) how Theorem 2.2 brings to 
light, in a natural manner, the connections between generalized fractions and 
denominator systems. 
Let U be a saturated triangular subset of A”. For XE U let 
S(x,)={x:,EA~(xl,...,x,~l,x~)Eu}. 
Then it can be easily checked via the usual manipulations of generalized fractions 
(see [2]) that S(x,) is a saturated multiplicatively closed subset of A. For U, 
o~S(~~),letD=diag(l,...,1,u);thenD~D,(A),D[x~~~~x,~~u]~=[x,~~~x,~,uo]~, 
the corresponding maps I/?,} are closed under composition, and are in fact the 
natural maps 
(M/x,M),+(M/xoM),,,. 
Hence, for each XE U, the system 
U(M/xoM),lu~S(~o)1, {P,>I 
is a directed subsystem of J& with limit (M/x,M),~,,,. Thus, by Theorem 2.2, we 
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have a factorization of A which identifies U”M as a direct limit of the factor 
system 
where J?is equipped with the induced maps. We now identify the quasi-ordered set 
over which &is defined, and determine these induced maps. 
First note that XCY in U if and only if 
(i) xo~Yo in V, where V is the restriction [12] of U to A”-‘, and 
(ii) tx,=Y,modxOA for some tEA. 
Moreover, when xeiy,, in V, it can be easily shown, using the fact that I/ is 
saturated, that S(Y,) L S(x,) (cf. [2]). Hence, given (x,, . . . ,x,,_ ,) and (Y,, . . . ,Y,~_ ,) 
in V, 
(x I,...,~~,~I,~,~)~(Y,,...,Y,~~,,Y~) in U 
for some x,,~S(x, ,..., x,-t) and y,,~S(y, ,..., yn_,) if and only if (x, ,..., x,,_,)s 
(Y ,, . . ..y._,) in V and 
S(Y,,...,Y,~,)~S(xl,...,x,~,)c(S(Y,,...,Y,,-,)+x,A)-, 
where the latter denotes the saturation of the multiplicatively closed set 
S(Y ,, . . . ,y,,_ ,) +x,A; moreover, in this case, it follows almost immediately that the 
induced map 
is multiplication by IH, 1, where He ED,_, (A) is such that yi = E&xi. 
Finally, suppose KEM,_ , (A) satisfies yz = Kxi; then it follows from [6, 3.31 
that ~D’IlH,/ and ID’IIKI h ave the same action as composite maps 
M/x0 M --$ M/y, M + M/z0 M, 
where D’=diag(y,, . . . . Y,, _ , ) E D, ,(A) and zO = ( y:, . . . , y,” , ). Hence the diagram 
IHc 
(M/x, M )s(s,,) = W/x,M).q y,,) ; (M/yoM)s(.v,,, 
ID’1 
- W/zoM)s(,,,, 
commutes. The upshot of this is (as on [6, p. 671) that we may lift the restriction 
in &in such a way that the matrices involved in the natural determinantal maps be 
lower triangular. But it is clear from [3, (2.2), (2.5) and (2.6)] that Kersken’s module 
with denominators is a direct limit under the natural determinantal maps of modules 
which, as remarked in 121, are essentially of the form (M/C:- ’ x, M),( ,,.,, ,,, x,, ,). 
Finally, if x,, . . . ,x,, . . . is a sequence of elements in A, we remark that the 
denominator system P= U;, hd { (xpl , . . . , x,Ff) 1 ai E No} yields a Cousin complex 
c;‘(y, M), following [3, p. 3931, which coincides exactly with the complex ?Z(x, M) 
of [5, p. 4211 (up to a shift in grading of one place to the left); the latter complex 
was constructed in order to bring out the formal properties of generalized fractions 
via a categorical approach involving direct limit systems. 
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3. Applications to complexes of Cousin type 
Throughout this section, A is a Noetherian ring and A4 is an A-module. We first 
recall some basic concepts. 
Definition 3.1 (Sharp [ll, 1.11). A sequence 9= {F,I in l$,> of subsets of SpecA is 
called a filtration of SpecA if, for each ie IN,, F, 2 Fj+ 1 and if each member of 
F, \ F;, 1 (which set is denoted by I~F;) is a minimal member of F, with respect to in- 
clusion. Furthermore, we say that a filtration @admits A4 if Supp(M) c F,. 
Definition 3.2 (Riley [7, Chapter III, 2.11). Let @= (61 in n\l,} be a filtration of 
Spec A which admits M. A complex X’ = {Xi 1 iz - 2) of A-modules and A-homo- 
morphisms is said to be of Cousin type for A4 w.r.t. 9 if it has the form 
dL d’ d’ 
O---*M--tXO-...-X’-X’+‘-... 
and satisfies the following, for each n E No: 
(i) SUPPW'YCF,; 
(ii) Supp(Coker dnp2) c F,,; 
(iii) Supp(Kerd”-‘/Imd”m2)cF,+,; and 
(iv) The natural A-homomorphism <(X”) : X” + @ PEaF,,(Xn)p, such that for 
XE X” and p E aF,,, the component of <(X”)(x) in the summand (X”), is x/l (it 
follows from (i) and [lo, (2.2) and (2.3)] that there is such an A-homomorphism), 
is an isomorphism. 
Suppose now that %I= {U, 1 ie N} is a chain of triangular subsets on A [7, 
Chapter III, 1.11. We can form the complex ?Y( %!, M) [7, Chapter III, 1.51 as 
follows: 
e0 e’ 
O--+M---+ u,-t~- u2-2~, . ..--+ u,-‘M~ ui;i;tM--t . . . . 
Put Go = Supp(M) and, for i E IN, define 
Gj= 
i 
pESupp(M)(there exists (u,,...,u;)EU, with i Aujc_p . 
j=l 1 
The family 9 = { Gj 1 i E n\i,} of sets of primes of A is called the sequence (of sets of 
primes) induced by Ou and M. It is a straightforward matter to show that the chain 
of saturated triangular subsets consisting of the saturations of the U, induces the 
same sequence as 4Y, and so we may assume without loss of generality that ozd is 
a chain of saturated triangular subsets. 
In [7, Chapter III, 011 it was shown that, whenever the sequence 9 is a filtration 
of A which admits M, the complex 6’( %Y, M) is of Cousin type w.r.t. %. In this sec- 
tion we give a simplified proof of this result which avoids some of the technical 
manipulations of generalized fractions present in [7], and use the result to derive 
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directly the main result of [8]. Before proceeding to the main theorem (Theorem 3.6) 
we require some preliminary results, the first of which is of independent interest. 
Proposition 3.3. In the complex g( W, M), for n E N, Coker(e” ’ ) = U, [l] _ * ’ M 
under the natural map, where the triangular set (/,[l] is as follows: 
U,[ll={(u, ,..., u,,l)EAn+‘I(U I,..., U,,)EU}. 
Proof. The complex %( *zC, M) is the direct limit of the directed system of complexes 
{ E?( %?J(x), M)} (with maps 4;) as detailed in [5, 2.11. It is an easily verifiable conse- 
quence of [5, 2.21 that Coker e:I ’ = Or,, (x)[ 11 -” ‘M, under the natural map. The 
result follows on passing to the direct limit, and applying [S, 2.11 to the directed 
system {U,(x)[l]~“-‘M}. U 
Lemma 3.4. For n E IN, suppose that m/(u,, . . . , u,,, 1) =0 in U,;,“,- ‘M. Then there 
exist (uI,...,u,~+~)EU~+~ and HED,~(A) such that H[ul ..~u,~]‘= [ul . ..u.,].I‘ and 
u,+,IHI~E C;‘u;M. 
Proof. Let m/(u,, . . . , u,, 1) =0 in U,-,“l~‘M. Then there exist (w,, . . . , w,, ,) E U,, , 
and KED,+,(A) such that K[u~~~~u,~]~=[w,-~~w,+~]~ and lK(m~ Cl w;M. Let 
N’ be the top left n x n submatrix of K, and let D = diag(w,, . . . , w,,). Then 
and by [12, 2.21, IDI lH’/ w:+~ E C: w?M. 
Setting H= DH’ and u, = w,‘, 15 iin + 1, the result follows. U 
Suppose now that ??/= { U, / i E IN} is a chain of saturated triangular subsets on A 
such that the sequence of sets of primes g = {G, ) ic NO>, induced by 02 and M, is 
a filtration of Spec A which admits M. Consider f = (f,, ._. ,f,) E U,, and, as before, 
letS(f)=Cfn+~EAI(fi,..., f,., ,) E U, + l }. Then, as remarked in Section 2, S(f) is 
a saturated multiplicatively closed subset of A. Hence its complement is the union 
of all prime ideals which do not intersect it. For simplicity of notation, Spec Ascfj 
is identified with its homeomorphic image in Spec A, whenever the context demands 
it. We first have a preliminary result. 
Proposition 3.5. (i) Supp(M/fM) c G,; 
(ii) Spec A,y,,-, fl Supp(M/fM) c aG,; 
(iii) Spec A,,f, fI Supp(M/fM) consists of minimal members of Supp(M/fM). 
Proof. (i) If p E Supp(M/fM), then 1 yJ;A c_ p and p E Supp(M). Therefore p E G,. 
(ii) Let p E G,, + , . Then there exists (gt, . . . , gn+‘)EUn+’ suchthat Cy+‘g,A~p. 
Foranyf,+,ES(f), thereexistH, KED,+,(A)~~~(w,,...,w,+~)EU,,+~ suchthat 
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so in particular w, + , E p. Denoting (w,, . . . , w,,) by w, we have WA c_fA so that (as 
noted in Section 2) S(w) c S(f). Thus w,+ 1 E S(f), so pft S(f)#0. Hence 
p $ Spec AScj.), and the result follows from (i). 
(iii) This is immediate from (i) and (ii), since % is a filtration. Cl 
Theorem 3.6 (Riley [7, Chapter III, 1.8 and 1.111). Let %= (U;li~ iN) be a chain 
of saturated triangular subsets on A such that the sequence of sets of primes 
9 = {G, / i E IN,}, induced by Ju and M, is a filtration of Spec A which admits M. 
Then the complex %‘(a, M) is of Cousin type for M with respect o 9 (where, in 
the notations given above, X’ and d’ correspond to U,‘,~ ’ M and eii ’ respectively). 
Proof. We must verify properties (i)-(iv) of Definition 3.2 (for all n E IN,,), taking 
into account the various slight changes in notation given above. 
Let nE N,, and consider p~Supp(M) where p$G,,. Let m/(u,, . . . . u,!+,)E U,;J;‘M. 
SincepeG,, ~~ujA~p;henceuj$pforsomei~{1,...,n).Nowujm/(u,,...,u,+,)= 
0. It follows that (U,;J,‘M),=O. Hence Supp(U,J;‘M)cG,,, so property (i) is 
verified. 
Property (ii) follows from Proposition 3.3 and the preceding argument. 
As for property (iii) we first remark that it follows easily from Proposition 3.3 
that 
Ker e”/Im e”- ’ = Ker @, 
where@: (/,,[I]- ‘I- ‘M- U;:‘,- ‘M is the natural map. Consider p E Supp(M), where 
p B G,, , , and consider an arbitrary member m/(u,, . . . , u,, 1) of Ker @. Then 
m/(u,, . . ..u.,, l)=O in U;I;‘M. Hence, by Lemma 3.4, there exist HED,,(A) and 
(u ,,...,u,+~)EU,+, such that 
Wu, -d4,JT= [u, ... u,p, ~,+~lHlm~ i u;M. 
I 
Thus in (-/,[l]-“-‘M, ~H~m/(u,, . ...un. 1) is annihilated by u,+,. In addition, it is 
annihilated by u,, 1 I is n. Since p $ G, + ], there exists j such that 1 <j< n + 1, with 
u,@p. Hence IHlm/(u, ,..., u,, l)=m/(u,, . . . . u,,, 1) has the zero element as image 
in (Ker @),,, so (Ker @), = 0. Thus property (iii) holds. 
In order to prove that the final property holds, we recall from Section 2 that 
U,;:‘; ’ M is the direct limit of the family { (M/uM),(,,,}, under determinantal maps 
(using an obvious notation). Fix f = (fi, . . . ,f,?) E U,,, and consider the module 
(M/fM)s,,,; if p is in its support, then C’(f;A C_ p, so p E G,, . But [lo, (2.2) and 
(2.3)] then guarantee the existence of the natural homomorphism 
yr: (M/fM).scJ,’ @ ](M/fM)s,/,l,. 
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Since J4 C p and p E aG,, imply that S(f) fl p = 0, it is clear that there is a natural 
isomorphism 
Now consider q E Spec A,(, ). If q$Supp(M/fM), then the localization of w, at 
q is trivially an isomorphism. If qe Supp(M/fM), then by Proposition 3.5(ii), 
q E ac,, n Supp(M/fM). Now for p E aG,, n Supp(M/fM), 
‘(“‘fM),,J,,z ~“‘fM)q II pi- ~~ by Proposition 3 ~(iii) 
9 . . 
Therefore, it follows immediately from (**) that the localization of ~1, at such a q 
is an isomorphism. Thus v/, is an isomorphism, and the result follows on passing 
to the direct limit. fi 
Now in [8], Riley, Sharp and Zakeri examine the situation where M is an A- 
module with the property that Ass(M) has only finitely many minimal members and 
8= {F, 1 ie N} is a filtration of SpecA which admits M. In this case it was shown 
[lot. cit., 2.31 that the family 4/= {U,, 1 n E IN}, where 
I 
~,,)~A”(for each i=l,..., n, zAu,gp 
I 
for all I)E afi_,nSupp(M) , 
1 
is in fact a chain of triangular subsets on A. 
We now show that the main result of [8] can be derived in a direct way from 
Theorem 3.6. 
Theorem 3.7 (Riley, Sharp and Zakeri [8, 2.51). Let M be an A-module such that 
Ass(M) has only finitely many minimal members, let $-be a filtration of Spec A 
which admits M, and let +?l= { #,, 1 n E IN> be the chain of triangular sets defined 
above. Then the complex u/(‘+/, M) is of Cousin type for A4 with respect to .$. 
Proof. Consider the filtration $9 = { Gi / i 6 IN,,} where G, = F, fl Supp(M). Clearly it 
suffices to prove the result for 9 in place of 6. Now let .X’f’= {Hi 1 ie NJ,,} be the se- 
quence of sets of primes induced by i/c and M. In view of Theorem 3.6 it suffices 
to show that .w’= 9. 
Now H,, = G,, = Supp(M). Assume that n E N and that H, = G, for i = 0, . . , n - 1. 
Let p EH,,. Then there exists (u,, . . . , u,!) E U,, such that Cy Au, c p, so p $ JG, for 
i=o, . ..) n-1. Hence PEG,,, so H,,cG,,. 
Conversely let PEG,,. Then PEG,,_,, since G,,cG,,_,, so pgH,,_, by the 
induction hypothesis. Therefore there exists (u,, . . . , u,, ,) E U,, ~I such that 
J _,I I -1 Az/,c p. Now by [8, 2.11 there are only finitely many members of aG,, , 
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which contain C:-’ Au,; denote these by q,,..., q,, say. If P c IJ: qj, then PS q,,, 
for some m, which gives a contradiction since p E G,. Therefore there exists u,, E p 
such that U,$qj for j=l,..., r. Hence Cy Au;$Z q for all q E aG,_ , . This implies 
that (u, ,..., U,)E U,, so PEH,,. Thus H,, = G,, so .W= C!J by induction, and the 
result follows. 0 
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